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1 Change Control 
 

Date Version Description Author 

2022/07/04 1.2.4 More information on use of audit tables. 
Logic on report allowed and not allowed tables enhanced 
(see admin manual). 

jfcc 

2022/06/03 1.2.2 #28 More strict check for sensitive SQL keywords 
#30 tinyint(1) now also presented as “bool” (checkbox). 
Used to be 0 or 1. 

jfcc 

2022/04/26 1.2.0 Support for MSSQL database in addition to MySQL jfcc 

2022/02/23 1.1.2 BUGS: 
- Various small bugs solved. 
- Maps were not properly scaled when data was available. 
- Charts did slightly overflow into next elements 
- Tooltips in maps were considerably off when sidebar was 
open. 
- Title did not show in Apex-Charts 
- In case of advanced format “Multimedia”, content 
indicator (blue-wheel) was active, even after a “Clean” 
format. 
- In edit mode, if you did an execute real quick “while 
loading” the report in edit mode, you got “no results” 
- In Edit mode, when executing a report, the “paging” 
buttons broke the execution when clicked. 
- Config option for charts now works: you can now 
present up to 4 graphs in a row. 
 
Features: 
- Map-charts allow now for more interaction (zoom, click, 
drag) 
- Improved support for filters in Meta-reports 
- Added more documentation on Meta-reports. 
- Improved support for multi Y-axis for Apexcharts. 
- Revisited examples and added explanations in manual. 
See Chapter: 15. 

jfcc 

2022/02/14 1.1.1 - APEXcharts support, including new graph “timeline” 
- Support for PHP 7.4 (now supports consistently 
__construct for classes initialization). 

jfcc 

2021/12/12 1.0.4 - Scheduler-Tasks were not automatically created. jfcc 

2021/05/17 1.0.3 - Solved: Metareports: when including more than one 
report with Target field, error occurs. 

jfcc 

2021/04/28 1.0.2 - Corrected in the documentation syntax of variables in 
PHP: should be %{name} instead of %(name) 
- In edit-view, you can now de-select an icon in the button 
definition view (before this, you had to delete the field 
and add it again) 

jfcc 
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- Added tested examples of Reports to packages + 
documentation 

2020/12/10 1.0.0 First version jfcc 
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2 Introduction 
This manual targets the basic and advanced creator of ValeDale Reports. It complements the Admin manual 
that describes how to install and configure the package.  
 

Note that the typical consumer of ValeDale Reports will normally not create reports, and will also not 
need a manual. 

 
ValeDale Reports is part of the overall ValeDale initiative. “Vale Dale”, Spanish expression for “OK GO” and 
pronounced as “BalleDalle”, has the goal to create “out of the box thinking” solutions that will help people in 
their thought process pushing the limit from providing information to providing suggested actions and thus 
adding real tangible value.  
 
ValeDale Reports, from now on “vReports”, builds on top of the Alineasol Reports package, with the goal to 
evolve this in line with ValeDale´s vision, while building on top of the expertise of people that have been 
involved in the creation of Alineasol´s packages and are now part of ValeDale. 
 
The first version of vReports builds on top of the latest version published by Alineasol and adds a number of 
enhancements. We plan to evolve vReports specifically in the following areas: 

• Usability 

• Richness of presentation 

• Speed 

• Integration with other packages 

 

2.1 What can you use vReports for ? 
vReports is an advanced Reporting system that is integrated with SuiteCRM. It provides tabular and 
graphical presentation support. Furthermore, the reports are interactive. 

But vReports is also very much about interaction, not only with users, but with databases, third party 
applications, etc. 

vReports provides though much more: 

1. Possibility to schedule Reports and distribute by email. 

2. You can schedule actions so that target-lists are automatically populated based on Report filters. 

3. Possibility to limit the unnecessary execution of heavy reports that would not change anyhow 
often (e.g. sales of last week). 

4. Possibility to send data to external applications for further processing 

5. Possibility to render reports to that they can be presented in other client applications without 
programming. 

6. Possibility to define also queries in SQL (for advanced users) 

7. Manipulate results using PHP coding (for advanced users) 
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8. See how Reports will look like while you are editing/creating them. 

9. Create advanced, multi-graph reports, link them together with filters and bundle them in one 
“Metareport”. 

10. Versioning: Create newer versions of Reports, and test them, while keeping the old version active. 

11. Present reports in dashlets for advanced (interactive) dashboards. 

12. Access other databases, beyond the CRM Database, and generate Reports for those databases too! 

13. Generate Reports that can only be accessed by different Roles. 

14. Multi-language support for the Reports themselves. 

15. Long list of advanced configuration options to safeguard the system, and control access to reports.  
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3 Compatibility Matrix 
 
SuiteCRM ValeDale 

Common 
vReports Comments 

 7.10.X 1.0.0 1.00 First release of vReports 

 
 

Please ensure that you have the correct ValeDale Common version compatible with your vReports. 

See Admin Manual for information about upgrades and new installations   

 

4 Install and Upgrade vReports 
 
Please refer to the Admin Manual of vReports. 
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5 Creating a Report – Table Format 
Let´s start with the beginning. 
 
Login into your CRM and Select vReports 
 
 

 
 
You will see the following options: 

• vReports: you will get a list of the Reports visible to you. 

• Create: create a standard Report 

• Create Meta: create a Report from other Reports 

• Configuration: here you can configure some user specific vReports parameters. Normally you would 

not have to change anything here. 

Note that we recommend you use Reports with the sidebar closed to have a larger operational area. vReports it 
optimized for usage with themes without sidebar. 
 
We will go for the standard option “Create”. 
 

5.1 Edit/Create View 
 

 
 
 
The Edit/Create View shows 4 main horizontal areas (from top to bottom): 

• Action Buttons 

• Work-tabs 
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• Working Area 

• …and Action buttons again. 

5.1.1 Action buttons 

 
You will see a list of action buttons: 

➢ Save and Continue: allows you to save the current report and stay in Edit mode. 

➢ Save: same as previous one but returns you to the List View. 

➢ Cancel: your unsaved changes will be lost and you go to the list View. 

➢ Get SQL: shows your report but in SQL format. This is normally only used by advanced users. 

➢ Execute: allows you to execute the report directly from Edit View. 

o If you select this option, a new window will appear. You can close this window by hitting the 

“esc” key (or closing the window) 

o Note: not all report functionality may be available from this view. So, you may want to execute 

outside the Edit View to check the behavior of the report. 

5.1.2 Work-tabs 

 
Note that there are different Work-tabs for normal reports and Meta Reports. We will handle all specifics of 
Meta Reports separately. The rest of the section assumes the creation of a “normal” report. 
 

• General Data: High level information about the Report 

• Fields & Filters: Here is where the real thing happens ! 

• Charts: Information about Chart presentation. Only accessible if the chart option is selected in General 

Data. 

• Schedule Tasks: Defines the schedule options for automatic Report generation. 

• Distribution List: Distribution list information 

 

5.1.3 General data 

 
In this section you can define the main data for your Report. 
 

• Report Name: If you plan to create many Reports, you may want to define a nomenclature for easy 

recognition, for example include the targeted department name that will use the Report or the 

functional area. E.g. [Finance] Rest of report name. [TimeMngmnt] Rest of Report name. 

• Data Source: If you have not defined alternative databases, you will only see the CRM as an option. 

• Report Type:  

o Manual: This will be the typical type. You can execute the report at any time manually. 

o Internal Usage: This is a special type of “Manual”. These are the typical “System” Reports that 

an admin will create to add to a menu, that can only be accessible as dashlets, or are 

components of ValeDale´s ViewDesigner. I.e. Reports that normal users should not have access 
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to. The difference between these and “admin” only Reports, is just to indicate what kind of use 

the Reports will get. 

o External Usage: There are reports that are only accessible from remote client applications.  

o Scheduled: When you select this, you need to determine in the Schedule Tasks tab the 

frequency of Report generation. Reports will be automatically generated and distributed. You 

can choose various options (Please see Section 8.2.4 for advanced options). 

▪ Send email 

▪ Send to application 

▪ Send to ftp 

o Scheduled Only:  This is a very useful model for heavy reports that don´t change value during a 

specific time. You can define for this type how often and when the Report should be 

calculated. It is then stored, and when a user requests the report, the result will be recovered 

from a temporary directory: quickly and with minimum capacity consumption. 

▪ Be careful that the calculation frequency should be below the “Clean-up” frequency. 

E.g. if you clean up the temporary directory every two weeks, you cannot have a report 

creation frequency of 1 month: it will be deleted after 2 weeks and it will not be 

presented. 

o Cloud (remote): We are keeping this type for backwards compatibility, but we will be changing 

its functionality to make it more useful. So for this version this option is not supported. 

• Email Report Link: Only applies for scheduled reports with email distribution. If you mark this option, a 

link will be sent to along with the report so that the user can access directly the full report with charts. 

o Note that in vReports Configuration, the host name should be correctly set for this to work (see 

Admin configuration). 

• Public Description: This description will appear when the Report is executed. 

o Note: we plan to make this a WYSIWYG field in an upcoming version. 

• Assigned to: User that can edit the report. 

• Display:  You have currently 4 options which include Table and Chart presentation in different orders. 

For much more flexibility on presentation see Meta Reports. 

• Generated File Format:  Only applies to automatically distributed reports. The same options are 

available as for Export. See section 7 for options, which include CSV, xls, html, .. 

• Report Scope:  Defines accessibility to the report 

o Private: only accessible to assigned user. 

o Public: accessible to everyone (be careful with this one !) 

o Role: only accessible to specified roles. 

o Note: we are considering adding also Security Groups as an access Criterion. 

• Internal Description:  These notes are only shown here. Normally it will be used to provide information 

about report structure (for more complex reports), dependency notes, tricks, versioning information, 

etc. 
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5.2 Fields and Filters 
 
This is where the real work takes place ! 
 
The example below shows the typical usage where the CRM database is used. For external Databases see 
Admin manual. 
 

 
 
Within the tab, we can find the following areas: 
 

• Module selection:  In case of the standard CRM database, you will see a dropdown with all Modules 

that are accessible by the Reports creator. Once you select a module, a tree with the Database 

structure should appear 

o Next to the module dropdown you will see the “Audit” checkmark. If you select it, you will 

access to the audit table instead of the main module. Note that if audit for the given module is 

not active (also the “Change log” will not appear in the Detail View of that module, you cannot 

switch to “audit”). See also section 8.4. 

o If you think you should see more modules: log out and login again. If you still cannot see it: 

contact your admin. 

• Field Selection: The main goal of this tree-formatted list is to select the fields that you want to make 

appear in the report. You can click on the checkmark and then hit the “Add Fields” button. Or you can 

just directly click icon to the left of the name. If you  hover over the field-name, and if not othe wise 

configured, you will see the name of the field in the database (for advanced users). The components in 

the tree are: 

o Checkmark: to select the field an later add it to the report. 

o Clickable type of field: “T” for text, calendar-icon for date, etc. Click to add to the report. If you 

see a “link” mark to the right of this field, then you can “open” the tree (click on the black 

triable to the left to the checkmark) and thus add related fields to the report. 

o Name of the field. 

• Working area: 
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o Report Title: Next to the Title input area, you will see the translate-icon, to support multiple 

languages. 

o Fields:  

▪ Report and Field Configuration:  

• Configuration icon: various advanced options available (see section 8.2.2 on 

advanced report configuration) 

• Reference-icon: here you can see how the different fields can be referenced in 

formulas (advanced users). You can define your own references. 

• You can define for each field added what CSS class should be used for 

presentation. You can define the CSS class in the CSS section. Note that there 

are already a number of predefined formats that you can select in “Format 

Type” in the actual fields section. 

• CSS Class: here you can define your own css classes 

• JS: yes you can even define some javascript (advanced users). You can call the 

Javascript from advanced field options. 

▪ Field Configuration:  

• Order-icon: Define order hierarchy if you have defined more than one order 

statement (see fields). 

• Translation-icon: Can be defined for each language and each field. 

• Target Definition: You can define here the targets (e.g. sales) so that you can 

see the actual figures and compare them vs the targets. See section 8.3 for 

more information. 

▪ Row Index (!):  This allows you to add automatically an index (nr) column starting from 

1, at the beginning of the table. You will notice that the visibility-icon (to the right end) 

by default is set to “not visible”. This feature is especially interesting for all lists that 

have to be shared with teams for easy referencing. 

▪ Field-row:  There are several elements in each row: 

• Checkmark: currently used to be able to delete various elements in one 

operation. 

• Type-icon: shows the type of the field. Note that a number of options later on 

depend on the type, so if you think you are missing operations, check the type. 

• Label: this is the name that is presented. Remember that you can translate this 

into other languages by accessing the translation-option in the header-row. 

• Order: you can select Ascending or descending. Remember that in the header 

row you can select the priority if you have more than one order defined. 

• Function: depending on the type of field, you will have various options at your 

disposal. Note that if you choose a function you should select also a Data 

Grouping (see later in this description). For example, you can add (sum-

function) the amount related to opportunities for a specific account.  You 
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would need to group on Account to create such a report. Ideally, on the ID 

(which is unique and will provide the best performance as it is an index). 

• SQL: this is for advanced users. See section 8.2.5. 

• PHP: This is for advanced users. See section 8.2.6. 

• Format Type: you can actually change the way information is presented. Note 

that the presentation format does NOT affect filters. See advanced options for 

more information. 

• Data Grouping: options depend on the field. Typically, the options are 

“Grouped” and “Detailed”. But there are more options, specially for date-

Formats. 

o Grouped:  vReports will show one entry in ONE table for each unique 

field-value. Normally, you will also define a function for another field 

in the report. 

o Detail: vReports will create a sub-table for every field-value. A function 

in another field is not necessary. It could become a long report though. 

• Action buttons: 

o Visibility: 3 options. Visible, NOT visible (nor accessible), and not 

visible but accessible for filtering (hidden) 

o General Visibility Property: see admin manual. In general, only used by 

admins  

▪ In future releases we may hide this from other type of users. 

o Accessibility based on roles and access rights. 

o Add a filter: to limit the database entries that will be presented in the 

report. Note that if you add a filter for a field with a function 

operation, vReports will ask you if the filter should apply to the filter 

or the result of the function. 

A typical function filter would be to show only accounts for which the 

total (sum) revenue of opportunities is above a certain threshold. 

▪ For SQL users: this is the difference between “where…” and 

“Having”. 

o Trash: delete field (and associated filters). 

o Filters: 

▪ Filter configuration: 

• Configuration:  See section 8.2.3 advanced options. 

• References: you can set the references to be used in Meta-Reports, external 

reports, etc. See 8.2.10 for more information. 

• Presentation of filters: If you have filters marked as “User Input” or “Visible”, 

you can define here how to arrange them in the execution screen. 

o In the “Advanced” mode, you can create an alternative filter choice (a 

richer one). If you define one, the user will see at execution an 
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Advanced filter option at the right hand in the Filter selection, and of 

course can switch between basic and advanced mode. 

Note: currently selecting role is not operational, this will be resolved in 

upcoming releases. 

• Listeners: You can define here if a specific filter can be overwritten by an 

external source, specifically as defined in Meta-reports. Its also supported by 

ValeDale Designer. 

▪ Results filter:  This optional filter allows you to limit the number of results.  By default, 

all results are shown, but you can limit this to the first or last n results. 

▪ Logical Field Filters function:  By default, all filters apply. This means that only entries 

will be shown that meet all criteria. You can though make much more complex 

structures using logical operators. As this can become a bit complex, by clicking on this 

function, you can see the logical representation of what is defined in the filter rows. 

▪ Filters:  For every selected filter you will have various entries 

• Select box: for multi-delete. 

• Logical operator entries:  

o “Not” checkbox. This transforms for example a Filter “Today” into 

“Everything but today”. 

o Opening and Closing brackets: this is used to group filters. Note that 

various levels of grouping is supported. 

o And-OR option: By default, all filters apply. If you want to change the 

Default “And” by an “Or” you can select the “Or” value here. For 

example: Alarm level = “High” OR Priority =”1” 

• Name of the filter that will be presented. Note that they can be translated 

using the Translate-option in the header row. 

• Behavior: three options are supported: 

o Auto: just applies and is not visible at execution 

o Visible: is visible at execution but not changeable 

o User Input: Both Visible and user Changeable. 

▪ In case of user input, you can also define user input options. 

• Note: only Enum format is currently supported. In an 

upcoming release this will be cleaned-up. 

• Operator: depending on the type of field, you will see different operators 

available. The most extensive options are available for Dates. 

o Depending on the operator, you will have one or 2 parameters to fill 

in. 

• Actions on Filters: 

o Apply: you can enable or disable a filter without deleting it. Note that 

you should not use this normally if you have included logical structure 

in this row) 
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o Visibility Properties: see admin manual. 

o Roles: you can define here to what roles this filter should apply. 

o Delete: delete filter. 

▪ Logical Function Filters function: 

• Same as for field filters, but applies to logical conditions for functions. (for SQL 

users: it shows the logical conditions for the HAVING clause) 
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6 List-View Reports 
 
There are three main areas in List-view: 
 

• Action and Search area: 

• List-report area 

• Multi-report action buttons (not shown in screen-shot below) 

 

 
 
 

• Action and Search area:  

o From here you can create directly a Report 

o You can define filters to search for Reports. 

• List-report area: Every report has a number of entries: 

o Edit-Report-icon: if you have the rights to do it, the icon will appear and you can go directly to 

Edit-mode. 

o Create Draft Version: this is advanced option (see section 8.2.1) 

o Name of the report: if you click it, it will be executed (assuming that it can be executed) 

o Columns with additional information about the report 

o Right-hand action buttons: 

▪ Execute-icon: to execute the report. Take into account that if the report is Scheduled 

only, you will get the latest scheduler-executed view. 

▪ Note that for Reports of “External” type, instead of an execution button, you will see a 

URL-button. If you click on this, you will get the URL that you can copy and use in other 

external clients. 

 
▪ Copy: A copy of the Report will be created with a new name (old name preceded by 

“Copy “ and you will be rerouted to Edit mode. 

▪ Export Report: You can export Reports and import them back into other CRMs. 

▪ Delete button: to permanently delete a Report. 
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• Multi-report action buttons  

o You can select multiple report to: 

▪ Export 

▪ Delete 

o Import Reports: 

▪ Select a file with one or multiple exported Reports and then select “Import Reports”. If 

a Report with the same name already exists, the system will create a suffix for the 

name. 
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7 Execution-View Reports 
 
Reports can be run in multiple ways: 
 

• Manually 

• Automatically when added to dashlets or as a field to another View (see section 8.2.4) 

• Automatically triggered from external applications 

• Scheduled 

Note that if the report is not of type “Scheduled only”, it will be executed real-time. 
 

7.1 Executing an Interactive graph report 
 
The main areas are: 

• Action buttons 

• Report section 

• … again action buttons 
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Action buttons: 
• Refresh: 

o Executes again the Report 

o Edit: you will only see this if the user has edit capabilities for the report. 

o Cancel: returns to list-view 

o Export: Allows to export the result. Note that for each option certain limitations can apply. 

Note that graphics will only be shown for HTML and PDF format. 

▪ Html 

▪ Pdf: you will get the graphics in the export which currently is not supported for 

scheduled report. 

▪ CSV: note that if you put logic into the report for presentation purpose, you will get 

special characters here.  

▪ XlS, XLSX 

▪ Clean CSV, XLS, XLSX: Exports results in a simplified table format so that it can be easily 

used in spreadsheets for further direct processing. 

o Send by email: 

▪ This action is currently only useful if you have predefined the distribution information 

in the report. The system will ask you to confirm sending the email. 

 
Report area (NVD· engine): 
 
Every chart will have its own characteristics. Let´s look into this one: 
 

• Graphics properties: at the left top corner, you can find the possibility to show Grouped or stacked 

representations. You can switch between them by clicking on the corresponding option. 

 
 

• At the right top corner you will see a list of filters. In this case, you can filter in or out results based on 

sales-stage. 
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• Normally graphic representations support hover that provides additional data. 

 
 

7.2 Table-Report with User input filters 
 
If we defined a simple report with User-Input Filters (see below example with 3-colum presentation format) 
 

 
 
In the execution view we will see that the filters appear above the actual report. 
 

Note that you can define in the report whether it should be executed directly with the default values of 
the filters or not. If not marked to be executed directly, at the first execution, you will first only see the 
filters. 
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As you can see, the filters take into account if the fields are based on dropdowns. 
 

Note: in the example above, “ignore empty filters” was also marked/chosen in the report-options. 
Otherwise only accounts with Industry defined as “empty” would be listed. 
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8 Advanced Features 
 
We recommend that the advanced user reads the full Admin manual of vReports.  Understanding the 
configuration options may help in creating sophisticated solutions with vReports at its core. 
 

8.1 Admin features 
 
In the admin manual you can find more information on the following advanced features: 
 

8.1.1 Present Reports in other Client Applications 

o This feature allows you to make Reports available to other client applications. Please be careful 

with this option as it allows access to certain vReports without user identification. The main 

usage is to make (tabular) Reports accessible (graphically not supported, yet) to other 

applications. One example could be presenting a Report in a Wiki. 

8.1.2 Report output to external app 

o This feature allows you to send generated Reports data (in CSV format) to an external 

application.  

8.1.3 Create your own PHP Report receiver 

o You can create your own PHP applications to process the report data. Your application would 

be the receiver and it would be invoked when the user clicks on the button “Send Report to 

application” in the execution screen.  

8.1.4 Adding Reports to an existing View 

o You might want to incorporate a specific Report in an existing View. For example, a history of 

sales for the Detail-view of Accounts. This can be done by an admin user. Using the vReports 

“Field” tool, a special vReports field is created and assigned to the corresponding module that 

can then be used as any other field in Studio.  

8.1.5 Adding Reports to Main Menus 

o You may want to have certain Reports directly accessible under certain menus. For example, 

Funnel under Sales menu. Again, this can be done by an Admin user. 

8.1.6 Making Report elements visible based on global parameters 

o In the admin manual for vReports it´s described how you can define global parameters and 

make certain Fields or Filters visible based on certain global parameters. This can be useful for 

example if you have a test and production environment and you want to show different data 

based on this configuration property. 
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There are many more useful features in the admin manual, so again, we recommend that you give it a quick 
look if you plan to create more sophisticated vReports experiences. 
 

8.2 Advanced User Features 
 
In this manual we will be discussing the following additional advanced features: 

• Versioning of Reports 

• Automatic distribution of Reports 

• Advanced configuration of Reports 

• Advanced Configuration of Fields 

• Working with SQL 

• Working with PHP 

• Multi-table report 

 

8.2.1 Versioning of Reports 

 
This functionality meets another enterprise-level requirement, the introduction of versioning for a Report. 
 
Why is this relevant? 

• You can work on changes to an existing Report without downtime for its users. 

• You can modify an existing Report, save it, test it and only publish to the “audience” once you are 

happy with it. 

• As you are always working with the “Same” Report (just with different versions), when you publish the 

new version, all links to the Report will still be valid. 

 
The lifecycle and operations related to Report versioning are as follows: 

• You can create from any Report one new Version which we call “Draft” 

• Once you have a Draft version, you can change this Draft version without any impact to the “public” 

version. 

• You can still Edit the main Version (should only be done in very special cases) when there is also a Draft 

version. 

• You can “Publish” the draft version to make the Draft version the “Public” one. The “Draft” version is 

not deleted. 

• When no further work is expected further on the Draft version (after it is published or you decide to 

“cancel” the work) you should delete de Draft version (from a process perspective it would be the 

correct thing to do, although not strictly necessary). 

 
How does this look like: 
 
In List-view, you will see next to the Edit-icon, a “Versioning”-icon. 
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If you click on this, you will automatically create a Draft and be sent to the Edit-View. There you can make any 
change to the draft, even to the name, without affecting the published version. 
 
Once you have a Draft, the “Versioning” icon in the List-view will change to “Switch to Draft”: 
 

 
 
If you click on it, you will switch to draft mode. You can now edit, execute or delete the Draft. 
 

 
 
 
When you edit a Draft version, you will have one additional Action: “Save&Push” (Save and Publish) 
 

 
 
This “publishes” the Draft Report. 

 

8.2.2 Advanced Table Configuration 

 
In Edit-View, you have a number of advanced Table Configuration options. 
 
 

 
 

• Calculation Mode: 

o Direct mode (no ajax): in general, we suggest you do not use this option. Execution of reports 

will be slower if you mark it. 
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o Multiquery on Detail: If marked, for every element grouped in “Detail” (see grouping option 

for tables) there will be an independent query. In most cases this will only slow done 

(considerably) the execution.  

o Gross execution: Query results will not be formatted by php scripts. This is meant to ease 

execution on big reports. 

o Trusted Execution: Before a report is executed, vReports checks if the execution might 

negatively affect the system. If you have tested your Report, and you are sure of what you are 

doing, you can disables these checks, making the execution slightly faster.  

o Add DISTINCT Statement: This is a bit of “tech statement” and is really meant for SQL users. 

What it means is that the system will only work with “Distinct” values. For example, if you 

want to count the number of different names in a specific database, you don´t want to count 

names that appear more than once. For SQL users: This check will add a DISTINCT to the 

SELECT statement. 

o Short Term Execution: By default, it is assumed that reports you create can contain a large 

number of data. vReports executes normally “in the background”, launching the execution and 

then checking if the result is ready.  This option disables that background process. It is only 

recommended for small reports or those that you know are quick. If you enable this option for 

a Report that is large, you have a higher chance of getting a PHP timeout. 

• Fields Management: 

o Deleted Usage: When marked, makes a “Deleted” field visible in every Module of the report. 

Should only be used for “admin” type of work. For SQL users:  it removes the automatic default 

filter “Deleted = 0”.   

• Pagination Management: 

o Pagination Usage: Forces results to be paginated. 

o Entries per Page: Overrides default pagination value in Reports Configuration 

• Data Presentation: 

o Transpose data: this will transform the rows to columns. Can be useful for certain 

representations. 

o Expand Grouped Totals: Shows Totals in dedicated line. 

o Clean Up Styling: Removes styling in the creation of the table. This may provide better output 

for export, or just to include in dashlets, etc. 

o Light Weight HTML: Removes unnecessary headers and tags to create a clean HTML containing 

just the Report data. See comment above. 

• Visibility: 

o Titles: Show or hide titles. 

o Headers: Show or hide headers. 

o SubTotals: Show or hide subtotals. 

o Totals: Show or hide totals. 

o Pagination: Select if pagination will appear at the top, the bottom or at both positions of the 

table 
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8.2.3 Advanced Configuration of Filters 

 
As with the table/fields you have also different advanced options related to filters 
 

 
 

• User Input: 

o Initial execution with default values: This is a very powerful, and frequently used function. It 

allows you to execute directly the report with the default values for the filters. If you don´t 

select the option, at execution the system will first ask you to fill in the values and hit the 

execute button. Note that this option really only should be used if you can define default 

values that have meaning to the user. The default values are the ones that are defined under 

“First Parameter” column. Note: we plan to include in a future release also the optional second 

parameter. 

o Save last search,  Autoexecute limit entries. If you schedule reports, and send them to an ftp 

site, you can keep a historical copy by selecting this option. Copies will only be saved up to the 

indicated number of entries in your report (to control usage of space). An additional icon will 

appear in the list view for this report. 

 

 
• Search Behaviour:  

o Avoid trimming spaces at search: This option prevents spaces from user inputs from being 

automatically removed. Generally, you don´t want to mark this option. 

o Ignore empty filters: this option is more commonly used. If chosen, filters that have no value 

will not be used to generate the report. 

• Data Source 
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o URL parameter, Link filter: This feature is mainly used for ValeDale Designer. It will map the 

URL parameter to the selected Link filter (and overwrite the default value). 

•  Display Buttons: Selects where to show the Execute, Clear and edit buttons. 

o All, Top or Bottom: in reference to the filters. 

8.2.4 Automatic distribution of Reports 

 
For the automatic distribution of Reports the following must be set-up: 
 
CRM specific: 

• CRON defined 

vReports specific: 
• Admin, recommended: set default email data in config options 

• Define Reports scheduler 

If this is all done, you can define a scheduled report. 
 
In Edit-view: Select for type: “Scheduled”. The Scheduled Tasks bar will then become accessible. Also, you will 
be asked to define how the report should be distributed: 

• Through Email (discussed in this chapter) 

• To application (see admin manual) 

• To ftp (see admin manual) 

• To Target List (see target list section 8.2.4.3) 

For each option, you can configure the corresponding data through the wheel/options icon. 
 

8.2.4.1 Scheduled Tasks. 

 
Note that for this to work, the corresponding scheduler must be operations (see Admin manual). 
 
There are 2 ways to define scheduled tasks. 
 
The first one is to do this with the graphical interface. 
 

 
 
You can set here if the report should be generated: 

• Daily 

• Weekly 

• Monthly 

You can also set the time of execution and an optional End-date. Finally, you have to activate the task 
(dropdown). 
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Note that you can define more than one scheduled task. For example, you may want to have a morning and 
afternoon report. Or a Report on Monday and on Friday. 
 
You can give each task a name for reference. 
 
Alternatively, you can use the Cron mode by selecting that option in the task definition. 
 

 
 
You can find the Cron Syntax in Internet. 
 
 

8.2.4.2 Distribution list 

 
You can define a distribution list for any type or report. If it´s scheduled, the report will be sent 
to all people in the distribution list automatically. If not, when you run a report, you can use 
the option “send email” to send them a copy. 
 

Note: we plan to simplify the interface in upcoming releases 
 
Tabs 

• In the summary tab you will see who will get the report.  Here you can (or must if there is not a default 

defined) fill the “From” field. Make sure that the “From” data is compatible with your email account. 

For example, you cannot send using 1.b@test.com from a gmail account 

• In the to, CC and BCC tabs you can add destinations. You can select: 

o Users 

o Roles (everyone with that role will get the report) 

o Or add email addresses separated by a “,”. 

Are you will in the data, remember to save it. 
 

8.2.4.3 Target lists 

 
This functionality can save you a lot of time. You can add to, or replace target lists with the automatic output of 
a report. 
 

mailto:1.b@test.com
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If you have predefined Target Lists, these will appear in the first dropdown. 
 
In the second part: 

• Mode: you can select: 

o Create: will be used in a limited way 

o Update: will replace the old target list. E.g. to fill a list so that all members meet specific 

criteria. 

o Append: will add entries to the given target list. E.g. to add new members to a list (e.g. users 

that subscribed to a service in the last day). 

 
 

8.2.5 SQL Function Support 

 
When creating a report, SQL functions can be defined for fields. You can access this functionality by clicking on 
the SQL button in Edit-View, in a specific Field entry. 
 

8.2.5.1 Subquery-editor, graphical 

 
You will see then a new screen to graphically define a sub-query. 
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This is very similar to the main query editor.  
 
To take into account: 

• You have to select a module in which you want to make the subquery. 

• You can see how the “main module” is set-up by clicking on the tree icon. It turns to red (you cannot 

add fields in this mode). 

• Normally, you want to link the main query with the subquery. You can do this in two ways, always 

using a filter: 

o Filter inheritance: when you add a filter to your subquery, one of the operators available will 

be “Inherit”, you can select from a drop-down menu the filter reference that is Type-

compatible. 

o Setting the value of a filter “equal” to a value in the main module. For this, you add a filter, 

select operator “Equal” and then type in the reference of the corresponding field eg.. 

%{reference_id}. Note that this “reference_id” should correspond with one of the references 

in your main report. 

8.2.5.2 Sub-query editor, SQL 

 
In the top right corner of the subquery window, you can switch between the graphical and pure SQL 
representation. 
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You can write here directly SQL code and create powerful queries. Note that these can be subqueries with full 
SQL functionality, or you can use this to manipulate data. A simple example could be to limit the length of a 
string. 
 
In the tabs under the SQL box, you will find a number of help functions. If you click on them, they will be 
copied directly into the working area.  
 
Note that both the MySQL and MSSQL variants are supported. Depending on your database, the appropriate 
support functions will appear. 
 
The last area is dynamically generated and includes all the references in your Report. 
The variable section is really for reference, although you can use “${this}” as a reference to the field that you 
are working on. 
 
The support tabs are: 

• Flow Control: List of operators that returns one value or another depending on the result of a given 

condition. 

• Arithmetic: SQL Arithmetic Operators. 

• Aggregate: SQL Aggregate Functions. 

• Dates: SQL DateTime Functions. 

• Numeric: SQL Integer Functions. 

• String: SQL String Functions. 

• String 2: More SQL String Functions. 

• Appendix: SQL Used Constants. You may need these in some functions. 

• Variables: Variables defined for vReports 

• References: The list of references available in your report. 

In Appendix 1- SQL Function Support you have a guide that describes the usage of references in more detail. 
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Note that for security purposes certain keywords are not allowed in the SQL text. These include: 
 
'DELETE',  
'REPLACE', 
'INSERT', 
'SHOW', 
'ALTER', 
 

8.2.6 PHP Function Support 

 

In Edit mode,  you will see a  “PHP” in every field entry. This button that launches a popup where you can 
manipulate the value to be displayed for the current field using PHP functions. 
 
You can use report variables for fields added to the current report, as in the following examples: 
 

• ${this} : References the value of the current field.  

• %{fieldRef} : Gets the cell value associated to the named reference (you can use # instead of % simbol). 

o Note: you will have to put the reference between double quotes in most circumstances, e.g. “%{id}” when you want to 

use it as a string in PHP functions. 

 

It´s optional to put the code between  PHP tags: [php] [/php] 
Note: 

• you need to include the value to be presented by using a return statement , e.g.: return 4; 

• Don´t forget the semicolon at the end ! 

• The value returned must be compatible with the type of the field you are working on. 

 

 
 
If PHP templates are defined you can select them. The code will appear in the working area. 
 
Examples: 
 
[php] 
return “Hello World!”; 
[/php] 
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[php] 
return 1+2; 
[/php] 
 
 
See also example code in section 11. 
 

8.2.7 Advanced format options 

 
You can adjust how a specific field is presented by assigning a specific format type. These go from relatively 
standard to sophisticated options. Format type is a dedicated column in Edit-View. 
 
The following types are currently supported: 
 

• String: String will show the data as it is stored in DB. This may be useful if in a specific Report you wish 

to bypass the translations or automatic Sugar formatting. This may be useful for PHP processing. 

• Date: If you have a Date stored in DB, with a different type than Date, you may use this format type to 

convert. Format yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss is assumed (time part is optional). You can also use this option 

to show (or not) the time, by setting the option “add time”. 

• Integer: Will format numbers to show only its Integer part. Also, a configuration option will appear to 

select color presentation based on value range. When you open the option, you will see:  

o Default value: The parameter set here will be taken as default for this field. When the Report 

runs, it will be using the value set here if not otherwise defined. 

o Style Scope: You may select between “Text”, “Cell” and “Row”.  

▪ “Text” applies color to the cell-font. “Cell”, to the cell-background and Row to row-

background. 

▪ Thresholds:  

• Select Template: Threshold templates may be defined in admin section. See 

Admin Manual 

• Click on the add-icon to add thresholds:  

o Each Threshold has a number and a color. If the value formatted is 

greater or equal than a Threshold, the Threshold color applies. Only 

the highest of Threshold will be applied, and a Threshold with a blank 

number will be used as “default” color. 

• Decimal: Same as Integer, but will accept decimal values. 

• Currency: Same as Decimal, but will add the currency symbol defined in Sugar to the left of the value. 

• Percent: This format is special to show percentages. It will translate numeric values to % (0.5 being 

50%, 2 equals 200% and so on. Non-numeric values will be treated as 0%). 

o Display Mode: Select between Numeric, Graphic, andNumeric&Graphic “Numeric” will show a 

number percentage. “Graphic” a bar filled to the equivalent percentage. “Numeric&Graphic” 

activates both at the same time. 
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o Thresholds: Similar rules apply as for Integer.  

▪ NOTE! The value of the field is expected to be normally between 0 and 1, while in the 

formatting section you define thresholds with values between 0 and 100. 

 
 
 
 

 
• Boolean: Checkmark will be shown. Checkmark is filled (true) for anything except Null, 0 or false. 

• Enum: With this format you may define display values different from the raw data (normally originally 

of type string). See section 8.2.11. 

• MultiLevel Enum: You need to have a template defined for multi-enum (see Admin Manual) 

o Level: You can define the level that should be applied 

o Keep Ordered:  allows you to show the data by alphabetically ascending order, taking into 

account the presentation language. 

o Add Null Option allows you to add a null value (the value and presentation values will be an 

empty character) at the first element of the enum. 

o Listening channel: If you use multiple times Multi-enum in one report, you need to 

differentiate them. You have to assign a specific channel to each field. Think for example about 

using multiple address in one report. 

• Buttons:  

o See next section for generic buttons and also section 11, for clickable links. 

o Multimedia: This format type allows you to display multimedia content at this 

▪ Size text-boxes allow you to specify the size for the preview (multimedia content 

shown when executing the report) of the multimedia content that you are configuring. 

▪ Extension allows you to indicate the extension of the multimedia content that you are 

configuring (only mandatory for base64 content, see below) 

▪ Rotate button checkbox: a rotate icon will be added to the window so that if clicked, 

the multimedia content will be rotated in steps of 90 degrees. 
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▪ No preview checkbox: if selected,  the multimedia content will not be shown when 

executing the report. Instead an icon will appear. You can click the icon to see the 

multimedia content. 

▪ Is Base 64 checkbox:  will allow you to specify base64 images. You will need to indicate 

the extension in the Extension textfield. 

▪ Source URL, indicate the URL where your multimedia content is located. NOTE: if you 

don´t fill here any information, no data for the multimedia format will be saved)  

• For multimedia based on base64, check the Is Base 64 checkbox and enter the 

base64 content here. 

• You can use the references to create URL strings. 

 

8.2.8 Buttons !! 

 
These are very special “formats” that we will be handling separately.  
 
When you select “button” the “configuration”icon will appear next to the 
format.  From here you can select the various options 
 

• Button General Data: 

o Button Type: Here you can select between different kinds of buttons, each having its own 

function. After selecting the button type, more options become available. 

o Is Massive Action: This positions the button next to the main Action buttons. The operation will 

be executed for all rows that are checked (similar to the Mass Delete button. 

o Icon Path: A set of icons is included for you to use. If you don´t select the an icon, the label will 

be used instead. 

o Button Label: This is the label presented if no icon has been selected. If no icon or label is 

selected, the label of the field will be used.  

Additional common elements (may not be available to all buttons): 
 

• Hover Size & Position: used when new dialogues are opened (confirmation, extra information, .)  

o Width: width of the confirmation dialog. Must be a number (indicating nr of pixels). (although 

expressing it as “em” will normally also work (does NOT apply to height!!). 

o Height: height of the dialog. Must be a number (indicating nr of pixels). 

o Centered on screen: positions at center of screen.  

o Reload on closing: Will reload the report contents after closing the dialogue 

• Confirmation Mode 

o Title: text that will be shown to the user as the title for the confirmation dialog. 

o Message: text that will be shown to the user as a main message  

o Accept: text that will be shown to the user for the accept button  

o Cancel: text that will be shown to the user for the cancel button  
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Other specific options will appear depending on the button type: 
 

• Additional Info: Opens a new window showing more detail on selected element. 

• HTML Link: see section 11 for detailed information. 

• Ajax Request: performs an Ajax request. 

• Hover IFrame: Opens a new Frame showing a specific url. 

• Hover Element: Shows an element that you can choose. Besides vReports, if you are using ValeDale 

Designer, you will also be able to select a Form or a View. 

• Download Attachment: to generate a downloadable document. 

• Javascript Code: executes JavaScript code when user clicks on the button. 

• PHP Code: executes PHP code when user clicks on the button. A confirmation dialog is shown. 

• Web Service: sends a request to a Web Service, when user clicks on the button. 

8.2.8.1 Additional Info 

 
When you have a big report, you may not want to show all data directly in the table.  
“Additional info” buttons allow you to show a window with additional information. E.g. Details on a user 
(Address, email, telephone number, etc…) 
 
The following concepts have been used to show this extra information: 

• All hidden fields, are candidates to be presented in the additional information window 

• You have to explicitly define which should NOT be presented 

• All extra information can be grouped in Panels 

So, these are main ideas. And it is implemented as follows: 
 
First, we need to have included some fields in the Report in “hidden” 
status, by setting it's display to “</>“. In this way the field will be retrieved but not immediately presented.  
And then: 

• Grouping: You need to group the hidden fields in Panels. You do this by prefixing the Alias/Label with 

the Panel-name, followed by the token delimiter. By default, the token delimiter is “.” 

• We suggest you use as special Panel name: “Hidden” and include all fields that should never be 

presented in that Panel. See next graph for an example. You may need to click on “Update” for all 

Panels to appear in the dropdown selection. 
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With as result (when you click on the selected icon): 
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Note: Fields that are in the same panel must be adjacent in the Fields 
section, else panels will not appear correctly. 

 
 

• Main Panel: You can also include the visible data in the “Additional Info” window by selecting this 

option. 

 
 

8.2.8.2 Ajax Request 

 
You can use this functionality to interact with other processes. The system will ask for confirmation before 
executing the action (so you must fill in the labels). 
 
The options are: 
 

• Base URL: Enter here the URL to the application that you want to send your requests to. 

• URL Parameters: Click “Add a new parameter” to create a new pair “Parameter/Value”. These 

parameters will be applied to the base URL when the ajax request button is pressed. Values can be 

generated with PHP (PHP code must be  between PHP tags  [php][/php] ) or based on References. 

8.2.8.3 Hover IFrame 

This is similar to the Ajax Request configuration. Functionally though, it will use the URL and attributes passed 
to open a window showing that page. 
 

8.2.8.4 Hover Element 

 
This is similar to the Hover iFrame functionality, but here you can choose a Report (it also supports ValeDale 
Forms and Views). 
 
You can also overwrite filters with the data provided. 
 

Note: currently the filter is also overwritten to “Equal”. This is a limitation that will be resolved in an 
upcoming release. 
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• Send Data/Record:  sends the ID of the element as the “record” parameter. This means that in the 

target report, you can map (Filter configuration in target report) this element to the filter that includes 

the ID (in the target record), so that you can present further information related to that record.  You 

can also get the same result by using a Override Parameter and passing along the id of the record, but 

that would be more cumbersome. 

 
 

8.2.8.5 Download Attachment 

 
With this feature you will be able to download (download NOT upload !) data as a file. 
 
The contents are assumed to be coded in Base64 encoding. 
 
In the example below, we will be generating a file. Another approach would be to actually get a previously 
uploaded file. 
 

• File Properties: 

o File Name: Name of the generated file. At the above example you will see that we are using a 

PHP function to create it. 

o Mime Type: Specify MIME Content Type, you can see a list of MIME types here: 

http://www.freeformatter.com/mime-types-list.html.  

• Base64 Content: Base64 contents for our file. In the example we just are delivering some plain text. In 

the case of a previously uploaded file, you could use something like: return 

base64_encode(file_get_contents(“upload/${this}”)); 

 

http://www.freeformatter.com/mime-types-list.html
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10.6 JavaScript and PHP Code 
 
These features allow you to run JavaScript or PHP code when user clicks on the button. 
 
In the editor area you can type in the code. You can make use of the references that are automatically 
generated for you by just clicking on them. 
 
Make use of the confirmation feature for  
 
For PHP code: enter PHP syntax, into [php] and [/php] tags and include a return statement to indicate result of 
the operation. 
 
Example: 
 
[php] 
$hello=1; 
$goodbye=2; 
echo($hello+$goodbye."-----"); 
return true; 
[/php] 
 
 
 
 

8.2.8.6 HTML Link 

Please see section 11. 
 

8.2.9 Multi-table Report 
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vReports supports the creation of reports pulling data from more than one table. The tables must have the 
same structure, and there must be a pattern in the tables. Typical usage would be when you have tables 
segregated by some time extension, but referring to the same type of data. 
 
This only works for external Databases. 
 
In this case, to the right of the module selection you will see a “magic wand” and a “x”. 
 
 

• “Magic Wand” icon:  Will offer you the option to look for tables. The search string must go between 

quotes “searchstring*” and with an asterisk/wildchar “*” at the end. Click on “Check-Tables” to get the 

list of tables that would apply. If the list is the one that you are looking for, select “Get fields” and you 

can start working !  

o Note that the new tables that would fit the search string will be automatically incorporated. 

• “X” icon: Remove current multi-table selection 

 

8.2.10 Variables and References 

For the creation of your report, you can use variables and references in you SQL logic. 
 

8.2.10.1 Variables and Field References 

 
The syntax supported is as follows: 
 

• References the value of the current field:   

o ${this} 

• References a field of the current report module. 

o ${bean->DbField} 

o E.g. ${bean->name} 

• References a custom field of the current report module.  

o ${bean_cstm->DbField} 

o e.g  ${bean_cstm->account_type_c} 

• References a related field value. 

o  ${ModuleName->DbLinkField->RelatedDbField} 

• References a related custom field value  

o ${ModuleName_Cstm->DbLinkField->RelatedDbField_c} 

• Gets the SQL value associated to the named reference (you define fieldRef in the reference section for 

each Report) 

o %(fieldRef) 

 
Note: under specific circumstances (this will be documented later), the syntax starting with $ will work for 

certain reports where the %(fieldRef) will not work. 
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SQL syntax reference examples: 

• Create a html link from Accounts to the assigned user Detail View (note that we do not recommend to 

use trick: see section 11 for a more flexible structured way): 

o Start with Account module. Add the field assigned_user_id  and add the following SQL: 

CONCAT('<a target=_blank href=index.php?module=Users&action=DetailView&record=', ${this}, '>', ${Users-
>assigned_user_id->user_name}, '</a>') 
 

• Create a html link from Calls to Parent ID (flex relate) 

o Start with Calls module. Add “parent_id” field and add the following SQL code: 

CONCAT("<a target=_blank href=index.php?module=", ${bean->parent_type} , "&action=DetailView&record=", 
${this}, ">", ${bean->parent_type}, "</a>")  
 
 

8.2.10.2 Filter referencing 

 
You can reference existing filters from your reports to propagate filter settings into your functions: 
 

• Syntax: 

o %[filterRef(queryField)] 

You can use this for subqueries (using straight SQL). You must precede in your query the filterRef by “Where”. 
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8.2.11 User input: Definable drop-downs 

 
In Edit mode, you can define for filters report specific drop-downs. This is done selecting by: 

• Clicking on the options-icon in the filters Entry 

• Selecting Enum as format option  

o NOTE: no other options are currently supported in this release. This will be cleaned up in 

upcoming versions. 

In the section: User input options, you can now define the Labels and Values. 
 
You are able to choose between two dropdown models: 
 

• Simple model: This model has options separated by commas, so internal and display values will be the 
same. 

 
 optionA,optionB,optionC 
 

• Advanced model:  This model has options separated by commas and each of this values contains 
internal and display values separated by the equals character (=). 

 
 optionA=OptA,optionB=OptB,optionC=OptC 
 

After filling in the data, click on “Generate enum values” to the right of the input field. 
 
 

8.3 Target Reports 
 
You can define Targets to compare how things are going versus what you expected. 
 

 
 

Note that normally you should choose some type of Grouping for a field for this option to be really 
useful. Normally, it will be done on a date field. 

 
As an example, we create a simple report with the expected revenue for a given year (note that the Target 
field will be added later automatically. 
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Click on the Target icon in the fields header (the target icon is blue in the above picture) and fill in the target 
revenue (note that the system will automatically use the grouped element). 
 

 
 
 
The next step will be to make a nice graph out of this. In this example, we choose a Bar chart as main graph, 
and add the Target as a sub-chart.  
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Note that we have fixed the color of the Target representation to blue to stand-out. 
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8.4 Reports on audit tables 
 
For this to work ensure that audit is active for your target module! 
 
Also: reports for audit tables are really only meant for “experts”. You have to be aware of some of the “insides” 
of the CRM to make the more sophisticated reports. 
 
When you select the audit option next to the Module name, you will see that new field names appear in the 
field-tree part. 
 

 
 
Also, to make things easier, you will notice that one new report-entry and one associated filter-entry are 
created: 
 
The report-entry points to the field that you want to check-on, while the filter-entry offers you an automatic 
dropdown with all audited fields, so you only have to select the one you are interested in. You will want to add 
additional filters on time and through the parent_id field you can access the “normal” fields of that module. 
 
If you want to do something more enhanced, you can de-activate this automatic filter and create more 
complex logical constructs.  
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9 Advanced options Charts 
 

• To make use of charts, ensure that you have selected in the Display type an option that includes 

Charts. 

• In general you have to group on a field and use a function on another field. For example, group by 

month, and do a SUM on revenue. Note that for Stacked graphs, whatever you want on the X-axis 

should be “Detail” and “Grouped” by what you want to stack. 

• Currently the main engine supported is Apexcharts, now preferred above NVD3, which supports 

animation effects and interaction. Although the good old HTML format is still available. Every engine 

supports different types of Graphs. 

• In the configuration section (sliders-icon) you can select the number of graphs that you want to 

present per row. If you don´t define a value, vReports will define the width based on graph and mode 

of presentation. Works for Apex and NVD3 charts. Note that the current pdf export does not take this 

parameter into account (it will assume value “1”). 

• Chart name: Will appear in the chart as a “Title”. 

• Chart type: Select one of the available types mentioned above. 

o Note that for the Donut chart you can select full or half-donut. 

• X-axis: select any of the numerical fields that you have in your report 

• Y-axis: select any of the numerical fields that you have in your report 

• Z-axis: available for a few graph types 

• Functions: 

o View or hide graph 

o Add subchart: Adds a sub-chart shown in the same figure as the original chart. Currently only 

supported for “Line”, “Bar” and “Stacked Area” charts 

▪ When you select a chart that supports sub-graphs, you can add multiple sub-graphs to 

the same graph. Next to the “Y-axis” entry you will see a new icon indicating where the 

labels for the Y-axis will appear. By default, its to the left, i.e. only one Y-axis. You can 

toggle this so that you can add a right-hand Y-axis. This is useful when the data you 

display in the graph and subgraph are of different magnitude (see note below on multi 

y-axis) 

o Color: You can define your own color palette. The default palette is meant for discrete values. 

You can customize a palette by adding a color (add color button) and deleting a color (“x” to 

the right of the color). If you click on the color/coding, you can edit it by entering the 

corresponding value, or just picking it from the color&hue picker (i.e. don´t forget about the 

hue picker: the vertical bar on the right…)  

▪ Note: Admin can create new color templates and make them available to all users. 

o Bin: delete.  
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Notes on Multi y-axis: 

• Currently vReports supports a maximum of 2 y-axis 

• The data-labels indicate for each serie which Y-axis is used by appending “<<” for left and “>>” 
for right y-axis. 

• All series will refer to these two Y-axis (same scale, etc). 

• The first defined X-axis, and Y-axis will be used for all the sub-reports. 

 

9.1 Working with Maps 
 

vReports supports built-in Geo representation. Your admin can add new Maps (see admin manual). 

These are the types of graphs that are supported 

 

 

As an example, let´s make a simple Report that groups by State and City for accounts. 
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We have added a little extra with SQL: “IFNULL(${this}, "Onbekend")” so that if nothing is defined for an 
account, it will get the value “Onbekend”. 

We then go to Charts and select “Nederland”, and specifically “Gemeente” (City). This is where it gets 
interesting. 

 

Click on the Options-icon to see the variables that are available, and the one that you wish to map to the 
field selected for the X-axis, and what variable should be shown. Normally you will choose NAME_1 
(region) or NAME_2 (city) for both Match as well as Display. 

 

 

In this case we take Name_2. 
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Make sure that you use a proper background color or you may not see the part of map that is not filled in. 

 

 

Note that we are using here a map with city-level detail. We can group by region and show the region too 
here. Alternatively, we can use the Region-map but then we see the city-detail… 

 

 

There is one additional feature that will tell you if all the data selected could be mapped, to ensure that 
you actually see what you expect to see: 

You can click on the map to zoom, and click back to zoom-back. You can also use the mouse-wheel. 
Dragging the map around is also supported (might give you some extra sense of power !). 
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The information icon at the bottom right of the screen, when clicking on it, will provide you data about 
elements that could not be mapped. 

 

 

 

In the example above, there were 14 different values that could not be mapped and for each of these 
values, the occurrence is provided (this is what happens when you try to map the US in NL: it does not fit 
…)  
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10 Dashlets ! 
 
To add a vReports dashlet to your home-page: 

• click on “Add Dashlet” 

• select under Charts:  vReports.  

 
Once you have added the vReports dashlets, close the Add Dashlet window to configure them. 
 

• Click on the “edit”-icon. The configuration window will appear. 

 
 
 

• Report Name: fill part of the name of the report (“like” function will be used). 

o You can filter by Report DB and Scope. 

• Click on Search. 

o A list of filtered Reports will appear. 

• Select the appropriate Report 

• Update the Title with your preference. 

• Click on Save.  
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11 Clickable links in Reports 
 
There are mainly 2 ways to create links in vReports: 

1. Through a clickable extra field/icon 

2. By making an existing field clickable. 

As an example let´s create a Opportunities report I which we link to Accounts. 
 

11.1 Extra field/icon 
 

1. Add the account-ID as a field 

• In the tree, look for “ID”, open the tree, look for Accounts and add ID Open “ID”, within accounts. 

2. Select “Button” as “format” type for this field. 

3. Click on Options-icon 

4. Select HTML link 

5. Pick a nice icon, or define the text that should appear 

6. Target: you can select to stay in same window or open a new one. 

• If you execute the report in Edit mode, remember to save (and continue) first if you select “self” as 

target (you will loose your Edit window!) 

7. Base URL:  (relative) URL that will be used to create the link. For Sugar actions, this is always 

“index.php”. 

8. URL Parameters: you have to add here the parameters that Sugar uses to identify the module, type of 

action and the actual record. To add a parameter click on “Add New Parameter”. 

• module 

• module name 

• action 

• Type of View 

1. DetailView 

2. EditView 

3. ListView (not very useful here) 

• record 

• in this case ${this} which is the account_id 

 
Fields definition in Report: 
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Button Configuration: 
 

 
 

Result: 
 

 

11.2 Clickable name 
 
Let´s now make the Accounts name clickable. 
 

1. Add the account ID as field: see above. 
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2. Add a new field to the report that shows the account Name, and give it an easy reference name, e.g. 

“account_name”. As you need to use this field but you don´t want it to appear “double”, make it 

“hidden” 

3. Copy all other steps, but instead of selecting an icon define the Button label using a PHP function: 

• [php] return '%{account_name}'; [/php] 

• Note: ensure that you wrap the reference in single quotes ! 

 

 
 
 
Result: 
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12 Meta-reports 
 

12.1 Introduction 
 
Meta Reports is a Report aggregation function. You can use parts of regular vReports to create new ones. 
Importantly, you can connect the filters from one sub-Report to another, so that with one set of filters you can 
drive multiple reports. 
 
So, the main reasons of being for Meta-Reports: 
 

• Add explanations on how to interpret a report: 

o You can define the comments with the WYSIWYG editor and place the tables and graphs of the 

corresponding report where you want it. A basic two-column setup might be useful. 

• Create a more fancy layout for Reports 

o For example you could position a table and Graph next to each-other (horizontally) (this is 

currently not possible in report). 

o You could add elements of an aggregated report to a text, and emphasize that data. Typical 

examples would be Total sales, Yearly profitability, etc. 

• Show more complex data set-ups where certain data is presented from different angles 

o Meta-reports allows you to put the results of various reports on one screen. For example, 

financial figure from one account, and how important this account is in your customer 

portfolio. 

• Apply filters on multiple reports at the same time 

o For example you may want to see in separate reports KPIs (Key Performance Indicators) on 

calls and meetings based on different criteria. You pick the filters, run them, and the various 

reports will be automatically updated. 

 
 

12.2 Considerations 
 
Setting up a Meta-report, requires some planning and various topics need to be considered: 
 

1. Determine what you want to see, and how you want to see it. 

2. In principle, when you are using “user-input” filters, each report should ONLY be referenced once 

within the meta-report. However, you still can use more than one reference to the report that includes 

the user-input filters, if you make sure that the first reference to that report includes the filters (if you 

don´t do this, filters will not work). Or with others words: the user-input filters should be the first 

things you see in the meta-report. 
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3. You can use tables and format the cells, to give reports a specific size. Remember to set the width (and 

possibly height, for each cell if you do so, or elements will be “out of the screen”. 

4. You have to connect the push-filters from the report that is pushing those filters. The connections will 

appear in the “listening report” (see further-on for more detail). 

5. Note that if something is not visible in the standard report, it will also not be visible in the meta-report. 

 
 
 

12.3 Options 
 
You can use the WYSIWYG editor to create the layout for your final report:  
 

• General Data: See normal report. You have some limitations for Meta Reports: 

o Report type:  Manual, Internal Usage, External Usage and Scheduled 

o Email attachment Format: Only html is supported. 

• HTML Definition: A few special icons have been introduced: 

 
o CSS: you can change the style of the report (note that you can also use the WYSIWYG 

capabilities to do so too). 

o Add Report button: adds previously created Reports to where your cursor is.  

▪ Search Report:  fill in part of the name and click on “Search”.  

To select a report you have to double-click it. You can see that the report is selected as 

the title will appear in the header of the window 

 
• Data: select which of the selected Report data will be displayed: applies for fields 

filters and charts. If none is selected, then nothing will appear, so make sure to select 
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something in this tab for every Report! (you can select multiple items by pressing 

control and clicking on them) 

 
o Note: Report elements without a reference will NOT be displayed. If you can't 

see your charts, check the original Report and look if you defined a “reference”. 

• Configuration: Allows to set some configuration for the added Report. 

 
• Pagination: you can force it here. Also if you have an ordered Report (e.g. based on 

total revenue, descending) you may select 1 entry, and thus create a basic 

dashboard. 

• Visibility: un-select to hide elements. 

• Presentation: Expand Grouped Totals : included to provide compatibility with 

legacy versions. This will show Totals in a separate new row. 

•  Clean Up Style: as the name says… Relevant to have consistent presentations 

throughout the Meta-report. 

 
• Push Filters: Applies filters from one sub-Report to another. You need at least 2 

Reports with filters to use this feature.  You will then see in the Push Filters window a 

dropdown to Push/link a filter to another sub-Report (within the same Meta Report). 

With other words, you define this link in the report that pushed the filters.  

• “Filters Usage” section shows how the filters of other sub-reports are linked to the 

filters of the sub-report you are viewing. 
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To edit the data for a sub-report, double click on it, or right click and select “Edit Report”. 

 
 

 
Below an example where the filters of one Report are included in the top left cell of a table; the corresponding 
chart is below, and another report, with linked filters is in the right bottom cell. Plus some basic static html 
formatting. 

 

 
 
 
Result: 
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13 Known Issues (or for special attention) 
 

• Pdf export for Apex charts needs to be finetuned: use for the time being html export. 

• If you click more than once the “refresh” button for Meta-reports, the presentation gets 

scrambled. Workaround: just click on the refresh button of the browser. 

• The CSSs of Meta-reports are not applied when a Meta-report is used in the home-page 

• Some databases, and also depending on their settings, require that you include a function for all 

fields that you display. This has a certain logic, as in this way you define “deterministically” what 

should be shown and not just “any” value. If those cases, if you do not define a function, the query 

will break and you will see “No Results”. We have introduced now for all cases in the report editor 

that you can use the function “Max”. You should add this construction for example if you group on 

“ID” (to make sure that the entities are different), but you want to show the name. Alternatively, 

you can group on both (result will be basically the same). 

 
 
 

• ${this} is required in sub-queries when using the SQL editor (this is resolved for main queries). 

• After installing vReports we recommend that you execute the “rights” changes as defined for 

SuiteCRM installations. 

• You must make a "repair & rebuild" after installing Reports for the functionality to become 

available in a number of areas. 

• In Edit mode, certain advanced features may not work when the report is executed. Just save the 

report and execute it in normal mode to test out. 

o In Edit-mode, execute a report with multimedia is not working 

• In Common fields management, you cannot see if an added field was saved or not. This will be 

added in the future. 

• In subqueries, using SQL editor, local references are not supported. bean-> references are 

supported. 

• Single quotes should not be used in subqueries. 

• Currently some css global data is replicated in various files (including common style, and for 

reports: style + detail. This will be cleaned-up. 

• When sidebar is open, ck-editor cursor in Edit mode may not appear always in the right place: 

close side-bar. Needs to be reproduced. 

• Need to check if all Reports CSSs are not loaded when Report is included in standard SuiteCRM 

View through “fields”. 

• If you want that filters only apply to certain roles, AND you are making use of the “OR” logic 

operator, make sure that the line that includes the Roles limitation is the one that also includes the 
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“OR” statement. It should not make a difference if the Roles limitation is defined in the next line, 

but it does. 

• When you use “paging” in a report, there are some limitations in how “order” works. In principle, 

only the first order-field is used, and with the actual value (not calculated one). The first page of 

the report will be presented correctly, but when you start navigating through the pages, the 

“order” will change (this has no simple solution…) 

o For reports with “headers” NOT visible, the actual report order is preserved, even with 

paging (this special case did fit in the current SuiteCRM table presentation). 
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14 Appendix 1: Date filters and operators 
 
1: Operators 'equals' & 'not equals' 
 

•First parameter: 'calendar' 

◦Second parameter: String with date (yyyy-mm-dd) 
 

 

•First parameter: 'dayofweek' 

◦Second parameter: int from 0 to 6 If multiple days, delimit with '${dollar}' 
 

 

•First parameter: 'weekofyear' 

◦Second parameter: Selectable int from 1 to 53. 
 

 

•First parameter: 'monthofyear' 

◦Second parameter: int from 1 to 12 If multiple days, delimit with '${dollar}' 
 

 

•First parameter: 'naturalquarterofyear' & 'fiscalquarterofyear' 

◦Second parameter: Multiple selected int from 1 to 4, delimit with '${dollar}' 
 

 

•First parameter: 'naturalyear' & 'fiscalyear' 

◦Second parameter: int specifying the year. 
 

 
2: Operators 'before date' and 'after date' 
 

•First parameter: 'calendar' 

◦Second parameter: String with date (yyyy-mm-dd) 
 

 

•First parameter: 'weekofyear' 

◦Second parameter: Selectable int from 1 to 53. 
 

 

•First parameter: 'naturalyear' & 'fiscalyear' 

◦Second parameter: int specifying the year. 
 

 
3: Operators 'between' and 'not between' 
 

•First parameter: 'calendar' 

◦Second parameter: String with date (yyyy-mm-dd) 
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◦Third parameter*: '${comma}' delimiter and String with date (yyyy-mm-dd) 
 

 

•First parameter: 'weekofyear' 

◦Second parameter: int from 1 to 53. 
 

◦Third parameter*: '${comma}' delimiter and int from 1 to 53. 
 

 
•First parameter: 'naturalyear' & 'fiscalyear' 

◦Second parameter: int specifying the year. 
 

◦Third parameter*: '${comma}' delimiter and int specifying the year. 
 

 
4: Operators 'last' and 'not last', 'this' and 'not this', 'these', 'next' and 'not next' 
 

•First parameter: 'day', 'week', 'month', 'Nquarter', 'Fquarter', 'Nyear', 'Fyear' 

◦Second parameter: int specifying the value to search for. Default is 1. 
 

 

•First parameter: 'monday' to 'sunday', 'january' to 'december' 
 
*: In the GUI there is not a Third parameter. The third parameter is the second input at “Second parameter” 
after AND label. 
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15 Appendix 2: vReports examples 
 
You can find an extensive set of Report examples in the vReports zip file, under:  
modules\vde_Reports\include_premium\examples. 
 
As of 1.2.9 a new set of more biz oriented reports are shipped.  
 
Note that for the reports to show data, there must be data (yours). Check out the specific filters to possibly 
expand filtered values. 
 

 
 
 

15.1 Appenix 2 bis (deprecated) 
 
In the “bundled” folder you can still find the reports that were previously included.  
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You can import them one by one, choosing the individual reports in this directory, or you can import them all 
in one go using the file under the “bundled” subdirectory. 
 
Please check out the public description for each report for more information on each report. 
  
 

• 01: REPORT OF REPORTS: yes, also the Reports information is available to make a report out of it. This 

is a basic report that lists the Reports accessible to you, and supports also a click-through, by clicking 

on the name. 
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• 02: ACCOUNTS WITH INPUTS & BUTTONS: This report has a number of filters. It does auto-execute 

with the values provided as default in the filters (you could also choose to NOT auto-execute, so that 

the system would first ask you to fill-in the filters, and after that, present you the results. Two action 

buttons are included: the pencil to the left, to start editing the account, and the additional information 

button to the right, that will provide, as the name present, the additional information the report 

designer has selected. 

 
 
 

• 03. OPPORTUNITIES & WEIGHTED AMOUNT WITH PHP: Although easier to do this with SQL, here an 

example of how to present weighted data using php. 

 
 
 
With the simple code: (${this} refers to the amount field. 
 
[php] 
return ( ${this} * %{probability} ) / 100; 
[/php] 
 
 

• 04. ACCOUNTS: CONCATENATED LIST OPPORTUNITIES WITH SQL: Here you can see how to let your 

database engine do the hard work. We are creating a list of comma separated opportunities for each 

account. 

 

 
 
 
With the simple code: (${this} refers to the Opportunities Name field. Note that we are using comma and space 
as separator, i.e. 2 characters). 
 
GROUP_CONCAT(${this} SEPARATOR ", ")  
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• 05. AVERAGE OPPORTUNITY AMOUNT BY INDUSTRY USING SUB-QUERY: although this can also be 

done much easier directly, it does show how you can create more complex aggregated values. 

 

 
 
 
The average amount is calculated using a subquery, whereby: 

• Main module is Accounts, and subquery module is Opportunities (we are looking at the module tree of 

the subquery (blue tree, else it would be red) 

• We filter the subquery result based on Industry. 

 

 
 

 
 

• 06. OPPORTUNITIES CHARTS: a quick selection of Charts. Using the Apex engine and presenting 2 

graphs per row. 
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• 07. OPPORTUNITIES AMOUNT VS WEIGHTED AMOUNT: SQL CALCULATION. This is the easier way to 

calculate a weighted amount: using SQL. Note that sub-charts are used with 2 y-axis and colors are set 

manually. 

   

  
 
 
 
And there is the SQL code: (${this} is associated with the field for amount) 
SUM( ( ${this} * ${bean->probability} ) / 100 ) 
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• 08. LEADS BY STATUS: CHART WITH CUSTOM COLORS + TABLE: Basic chart with custom colors. First 

the graph is presented then the table. 

 

 
 
 

• 09.TOTAL OPPORTUNITIES AMOUNTS BY INDUSTRY FILTERED BY LAST MONTH: INHERIT FILTER AND 

REUSE REFERENCE FROM MAIN REPORT: This is a more enhanced report, with a subquery that filters 

based on two parameters from the main query: when the opportunity was created and the industry. 

 
Part of the report result: 
 

 
 
 
 
Main Query: 
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Sub-query: 
 

 
 
 
Note: 
 

• The first filter in the subquery directly inherits the filter of the main query. 

• The second filter reuses the value of the Industry (grouped by in main query). 
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• 12. ACCOUNT DOCUMENTS ATTACHMENT SEARCH AND DOWNLOAD: This is a more complex 

example allowing you to download documents. It allows you to filter the documents based on account 

name. 

 
 

 
 
 
Main query: 
 

 
 
 
Download button definition: 
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Note: 

• It uses the upload_dir config parameter to determine where the docs are saved. 

 

• 14. WEEKLY OPPORTUNITY REPORT (SCHEDULED REPORT) : example of a basic scheduled report. Note 

that the task is by default set to inactive: you have to switch this to active to make it work. Also, 

update the distribution list ☺ . 

 

 
 
 
 

• 15. HALF CHARTS WITH DIFFERENT X-AXIS : Two charts with different x-axis. 
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X-axis selection for each chart: 
 

 
 
 

• 16. DELETED OPPORTUNITIES GROUPED BY MONTH EXPECTED CLOSE : By default, vReports will NOT 

show deleted entries. For auditing, you can activate the option to also present deleted entries. The 

deleted flag will just be added to the report, and can be used as any other field. 
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• 17. OPPORTUNITIES BY LEAD SOURCE FILTERED BY TOTAL AMOUNT (FUNCTION FILTER) : Function 

filters are strong and actually quite intuitive. In this example, you will see ONLY the lead sources for 

which the total amount of opportunities (combined) are above a certain figure . 

 
 
 
In edit mode, when you want to add a filter to an entry that has a function associated (SUM in this example ), 
vReports will give you two options (see below). To filter on the actual entry (on the amount of the opportunity 
here) or on the Function result. The second one has been chose here. You will see that the filter already is 
under the “Function Filters” header. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

• 18. OPPORTUNITIES PROBABILITY GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION WITH THRESHOLD COLOURS : 

Adding some coloured bars to your reports. You can pick your own colours and thresholds. 
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With special format for the probability parameter: 
 

 
 
 
 

• 19. META OPPORTUNITIES SALES DASHBOARD: Example of a meta report that positions the table and 

the graph of one report in different places and adds a new Report into the bargain. This could be done 

using a table and distributing the various reports over the table, but here we used flexbox as an 

exercise, with a special CSS, including re-scaling to make a nicer screen-capture… 
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The flexbox layout: (the first 2 elements refer to the same report; the first one picks the table, the second one 
the graph). 
 

 
 
The source html: 
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<p>&nbsp;</p><div class="vdeWrapperTotal" id="vdeWrap1"><div class="vdeMetaFlex1" 
id="vdeWrap2"><p><report 
data="%7B%22fields%22%3A%5B%22date_closed%22%2C%22total_amount%22%2C%22percentage%22%5D%
7D" record="5db6bcea-f040-207c-2365-621636963f82" showheaders="true"></report></p></div><div 
class="vdeMetaFlex1" id="metawrapper3"><p><report 
data="%7B%22charts%22%3A%5B%22chart_0%22%5D%7D" record="5db6bcea-f040-207c-2365-
621636963f82" showtitles="true"></report></p></div><div class="vdeMetaFlex2" id="wrapper4"><p><report 
data="%7B%22charts%22%3A%5B%22mixed_chart%22%5D%7D" record="1cb1843b-30d5-19f9-5720-
621636c1d8c2" showtitles="true"></report></p></div></div> 
 
And the CSS: 
 
 
.vdeWrapperTotal { 
 display: flex; 
 flex-wrap: wrap; 
 align-items: center; 
 width: 100%; 
 transform:scale(0.7); 
 transform-origin: top left; 
} 
 
.vdeMetaFlex1 { 
 
 flex-basis: 33%; 
 flex-shrink: 2; 
 min-width: 100px; 
 
} 
 
.vdeMetaFlex2 { 
 
 flex-basis: 100%; 
 flex-shrink: 1; 
 min-width: 400px; 
 
 
} 
 
 
 

• 20. USER SELECTABLE ASSIGNED USER OPPORTUNITIES : Here you can find the technique  to select 

based by on user. 
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And the report layout: 
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• 21. AVAILABLE ACCOUNTS BY BILLING STATE (USA): USE OF MAPS : A map showing data based on US-

State. Please see the maps section for more information. 

 

 
 
 
Report layout: 
 

 
 
 
SQL code: (you may have to apply some translation to meet the identifiers used in the maps). 
 
 
CONCAT("US.", ${this}) 
 
 
And map configuration: 
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• 22. LINE TREND OF TOTAL HELD CALLS/MEETINGS PER WEEK. META REPORT WITH CONNECTED 

FILTERS : This report shows how you can, with one filter set, influence 2 reports. 

 

 
 
 
Definition of meta report: 
 
The basis are two reports. The first report is presented with the filters (on top) and the graph separately. Of the 
second report, only the graph is presented. Both graphs are formatted within a table (cell properties set to 50% 
width !!) 
2 filters of the first report are pushed to the second report.  
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Definition of pushed filters: 
 
Note that the pushed filters are defined in the FIRST (and only there!) report instance in the meta-report. 
 
The pushing side (the filters are pushed from 22.1 to 22.2. No filters are pushed into the 22.1 report as nothing 
is shown in the last table.  
 

 
 
 
The receiving side: 
 
The filters that are pushed into the 22.2 filters are automatically shown. This report does NOT push filters by 
itself. 
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• 23 (SEE DEFINITION TO MAKE IT WORK) ACCOUNTS EXTRA INFO BUTTON WITH TARGET ANOTHER 

VREPORT : In this report you can click on an element (here “OPPORTUNITIES”) to show yet another 

report. In this case, the opportunities related to the account (of course you could also make a clickable 

icon for this). This gives you considerably more flexibility compare to the “additional-information” 

option that is built in. Remember that in order to make this work, you have to edit the main report to 

point to the helper-report (currently these reports are not automatically saved and re-assigned). 
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And the button definition (see where you have to pick Report 23.1 for the magic to work): 
 
 
 

 


